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1 e-CF and NL: 
From National Flexibility call to strategic inclusion
Source: hbo-i.nl/domeinbeschrijving

NL: 

Bachelor programs of UAS follow a national profile,
called domain description
Activities - Architectural layers - Tasks
Regional selections
Flexibility call: Conversion

e-CF compared:

-Comparing: Prof situation  <-> To accredit education with recognizable, comparable, assessable units 
-Cross analyses:

Many to many relation
Used for international reference
Used to improve descriptions

Part of international developments
Voice from CEN Workshop
Partly implemented

NL: 
2018 Domain description inlcudes e-CF
Broader frameworks context; 4 levels. 5.1.5 e-CF
History; 2016 NEN norm; structure.
Relevance:
4 levels = e-1 – e-4 of dim 3;
Relevant enrichment and / or  
broadening is allowed



2 e-Curriculum Guidelines: 
normalization related to e-CF

From: CEN Workshop on ICT Skills; Hacquebard & Van Dijk

Status: TC 428 confirmation: Project for normalization

Purpose and Justification: 

transparency of curricula for ICT professionals 

basic and European multi-stakeholder agreed guidance 

on how to design, develop, maintain, adjust and 

compare ICT curricula related to the e-CF

Scope

limited to curriculum development and

e-competences curriculum guidelines for ICT 

professionals and referring to quality labels

levels of education concerned apply to EQF 3 till 8

Guidelines deliverables

Handbook, generic directives about designing, 

developing, maintaining, adjusting and 

comparing ICT curricula related to the e-CF

Structure or Model about ICT-content, connecting 

learning outcomes to e-CF competences

Target group

education, training, students, teachers, governing bodies, 

assessors, regulators, accrediting bodies

business, industry, SMEs, government

HR management and employees

Benefit and Impact

Guidelines as an umbrella over ICT curricula of 

a great diversity

contribution to better understanding and 

alignment of 

ICT education (supply)

business and industry (demand)

offering HR an important link between 

competences occurring in company job 

profiles and the e-CF

Reference

Rolling Plan for ICT Standardization 2015,

e-Skills and e-Learning issues 

ACTION 3, in the context of Horizon 2020

in line with A New Skills Agenda For Europe 

(2016)

curriculum as an issue in Skills for Key 

Enabling Technologies in Europe (2016)



3Trends Beyond: 
Flexibility & Impact Stretch

Trend: Impact

Information-technology Promotion Agency, Japan
Source: website IPA

Level 5 ‘recognized contributor within organizations’
Level 6 ‘recognized contributor to the industry’
Level 7 ‘industry leader / contributor to the market’.

‘competitiveness’ in three levels



4 National call for impact

Impact is stretched in Honors / Top talents Programs;
Source: Saxion Toptalents.

Saxion strategy:

Based on over 200 interviews
Experiences from NCHC US
16 extra-curricular programs
Transdisciplinary
One basic profile: Reflective Professional
Six characteristics stretching impact
Impact stretch reflection: 

• ->student 
• ->organization 
• -> branch 



4.1 Six characteristics (1-3)
Source: Saxion Toptalent

1 Exceeding bounds with respect to subject matter
On the one hand the Reflective Professional is specialized and on the other hand he/she has a broad outlook. 
He/she has a wide mental framework and the ability to creatively combine knowledge with complex systems and issues from 
the professional practice. 
He/she searches for challenging issues in knowledge centers or reputable companies. 
He/she is able to make regional and international comparisons. 
International orientation is more or less self-evident, because almost all professions have an international component. 

2 Professionally inspiring 
The Reflective Professional is able to clarify the development of his/her own profession within a historical and philosophical 
context. 
He/she possesses metacognitive skills such as analyzing, setting targets, planning and evaluating, as metaprocesses to 
stimulate the profession to develop further.
He/she wishes to develop knowledge and share knowledge.
A high-quality network is part of the standard tools. 
He/she learns quickly and inspires fellow professionals to further, new developments.

3 The professional learning journey and social awareness 
Besides having the motivation of a Bachelor, the Reflective Professional is enterprising and in pursuit of new solutions with 
social meaning. 
Cross-multidisciplinary thinking and being able to and willing to take responsibility, and being able to communicate 
convincingly, enable him/her to devise new concepts for professionals, companies and sectors. 
His/her professional life is a learning journey (Senge) whereby the journey is more intriguing as ‘dance of change’ than the 
destination and in which context he/she is aware of the professional position within a team, organization or society.



4.2 Six characteristics (4-6)
Source: Saxion Toptalent

4 Methodological quality and academic attitude 
Besides the Bachelor attitude to work in an evidence-based manner and to make substantiated assessments, 
the Reflective Professional has the tendency to continuously evaluate the strategies used. 
This is fed by a strong analytical-intellectual ability and interest in theoretical depth, 
in order to arrive at new professional and social developments.

5 Excellent reflective ability 
The Reflective Professional has the ability to reflect and excel from an extraordinary perspective. 
Professional detachment is conditional for being able to place issues in an alternative framework. 
He/she has the ability to incorporate a ‘paradigm shift’. 
The Reflective Professional has the inclination and the ability to reflect from systematized experience and theoretical 
models, is able to name the major issues of a profession on a micro, meso and macro level and to take a point of view in 
this respect. He/she repeatedly creates and articulates his/her own learning question as well as that of the professional 
environment. He/she requests but also creates challenges and new paradigms.

6 Differentiated profile development 
The Reflective Professional will usually develop himself/herself within a specific profile and within this context will 
function in a high-quality way and distinguish himself/herself. 
This could be for example in the field of entrepreneurship, management or research.



4.3 How: triple loop reflection
Source: Saxion Toptalent

1Personal: He/she is an innovator in the professional practice, 
has a certain perceptiveness for new trends in society or the 
world, takes up position in a professionally responsible and 
innovative way, creates new knowledge… 

2: The Organization:    ….in order to consciously improve the 
system (double loop learning) 

3: The Sector or Market: 
or even change a sector or market (triple loop learning). He/ 
she creates the dynamics of innovation and sees learning as a 
social struggle for the future. 

NB: see reflection “placemat”



4.4 Reflection method
Source: Saxion Toptalent



5 National call Flexibility & Impact: 
in all Saxion Part time School programs
Source: Saxion Parttime School (SPS), www.saxion.nl/parttimeschool

Committee Kan -> National pilot ->

Characteristics Dutch approach:
Flexibility:

• Validation of prior (learning) experiences
• Flexible learning: personal in time, order, module choice 
• One academy, One policy: Sector, cluster and study-specific, 3 

modules per quarter (10 weeks)
• Multi disciplinary

Impact:
• Learning outcomes / professional products with direct impact(s)

Personal professional reflection method:
What is/was the intended and realized impact on 
myself, my team, my organization, branch or society 
of the various professional products I make/made during the university study?

http://www.saxion.nl/parttimeschool


Thank you for your attention

t.vandijk@saxion.nl


